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“Onward to Recovery”: 
Rethinking Scholarly Editing and the ADE Conference

● Recovery: editing is one of many forms of discovery and recuperation

● Representation: across countries, cultures, and disciplines

● Social Justice: a commitment to diversity and anti-racism

● Public Humanities: recovery is an opportunity to enrich public discourse



2021 Virtual Conference

● https://www.documentaryediting.org/

● “Core” conference: 24-27 June

● “Outreach”: 6, 13, 20, 27 July

● Conference based on diversity and inclusivity

● Code of conduct: all registrants must acknowledge a code designed to ensure inclusivity 

and respectful and supportive discourse

● Free public access: the conference intends to respond to the socioeconomic crises of 2021 

and to welcome all custodians of knowledge, recovery, and cultural memory

● Keynote: Roopika Risam, “Beyond the Blacklist: Reanimating Intersectional Feminist Media 

Histories”
○ Dr. Risam examines the role of critical digital editions for the work of intersectional feminist recovery



CFP (deadline March 1, 2021)

● Initiatives to support peer review of and recovery work by marginalized figures

● Editing and minimal computing in the Global South

● Community recovery work

● Teaching with recovered materials in K-12 classrooms

● Digital technologies, accessibility, and the broadening/democratization of knowledge

● Recovering hidden voices and stories through their interactions with canonical figures

● Decolonializing archives, records and editions (including but not restricted to metadata, 

bibliographies, and indexing) for the discoverability of marginalized and underrepresented groups

● Editorial institutes and expansive definition(s) of what constitutes digital recovery

● Editorial treatment of understudied documents for which encoding is scholarship

● Creating discoverability for underrepresented individuals via county/state sheriffs’ records, 

professional licensing records, store ledgers, and other related records



● https://scholarlyediting.org/
● Issue 39: 2021 (archived issues are available)
● Seeks to extend the journal’s commitment to open-access by engaging more broadly in public 

humanities and global outreach
○ New Mission Statement 
○ Statement on Diversity and Anti-Racism
○ New Sections

■ Pedagogical Section
■ “Voices and Perspectives” Interview Section
■ Special Section: “Uncovering and Sustaining the Cultural Record”: essays on individual’s experiences of 

uncovering and sustaining the cultural record as a set of practices, as a field, or as an act of recovery

● Five Year Plan: Where we’re headed (and informed by a listening tour)
○ Inclusivity of content
○ Inclusivity of editorial and advisory boards and staff
○ Inclusivity of field
○ Public Humanities
○ Discoverability and impact


